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THE PROCESS

preface.
Our project partners wanted to
take special care to ensure that all
language regarding long-term
care refers to residents, and not
patients. This is a meaningful and
significant distinction, as the term
"patients" does not embody the
relationship between the resident,
home, and community. We hope
that future conversations shift
towards the term of resident,
rather than patient.

http://ontarioltc101.ca/


our purpose. our focus.our purpose. our focus.our purpose. our focus.our purpose. our focus.our purpose. our focus.our purpose. our focus.

        
This toolkit’s mission and purpose are to educate families while fostering
connection and community between residents and families to amplify positive
stories in long-term care. Oftentimes, the media portrays the horror stories of
long-term care, and while our aim is to not overlook nor reduce the negative
impacts, we recognize there is still goodwill and hard work enforced by families,
communities and frontline workers of these homes. This is to serve as a toolkit to
discover resources in LTC in Ontario as well as a reminder of the positive impact
the communities are making in order to take care of our residents.
      Our goal is for communities to collectively recognize and acknowledge the
positive goodwill and hard work our frontline staff and families are doing behind
the scenes and hopefully create a feeling of union between communities going
through similar experiences—understanding you are not alone in this process. 

 

The focus of our project is to empower families of LTC home residents to be moreThe focus of our project is to empower families of LTC home residents to be more
engaged and knowledgeable about the process their loved ones are going through.engaged and knowledgeable about the process their loved ones are going through.
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We conducted a small survey to determine how the general population accesses
information regarding long-term care, and where they receive this information
from. We wanted to determine what the current views are for long-term care
and how knowledgeable people are concerning this sector. 

This survey was disseminated
to the general public with no
intended audience.

The most common sources of
information on long-term
care homes included family
and friends, the Internet, and
news channels. negative

53%
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17.6%
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       There is a demonstrated need for better communication and clarification
surrounding long-term care homes, residents, and workers. The breakdown of
communication can negatively impact healthcare outcomes [1], further
exacerbating the current struggles that long-term care homes are facing during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Research has found that tools containing plain language
and tools that focus on accessibility and engagement are valuable and useful [1].
Current literature has also found that communication tools that were intended
for healthcare professionals should be created with residents and families in mind
to improve outcomes [1]. 

       Research has also found that patient-family-nurse relationships can be a
source of stress and uncertainty [3]. Many nurses and healthcare workers do not
know how to handle these interactions despite the fact that family involvement
has improved outcomes and decreased healthcare worker stress [3].
Misunderstandings and misconceptions stemming from families can also
contribute to miscommunication between the parties and increased stress for
nurses [3]. 

       Online toolkits are also suitable for ease-of-use and accessibility [2]. Especially
where areas are quickly developing and gaining Internet infrastructure, still
getting face-to-face delivery of health information proves to be a challenge [2].
Online toolkits are convenient and accessible, and allow people to draw on
information whenever [2].

[1] Cranley, L., Sivakumaran, G., Helfenbaum, S., Galessiere, D., Meyer, R., Duggleby, W., McGillis Hall, L., & McGilton, K. S. (2022).
Development of communication tool for resident- and family-led care discussions in long-term care through patient and family
engagement. International Journal of Older People Nursing, 17, e12429. https://doi.org/10.1111/opn.12429

[2] Lobban F, Appelbe D, Appleton V, et al. An online supported self-management toolkit for relatives of people with psychosis or bipolar
experiences: the IMPART multiple case study. Southampton (UK): NIHR Journals Library; 2020 Sep. (Health Services and Delivery Research,
No. 8.37.) Chapter 1, Background and rationale. Available from: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK562349/

[3] Zaider, T. I., Banerjee, S. C., Manna, R., Coyle, N., Pehrson, C., Hammonds, S., Krueger, C. A., & Bylund, C. L. (2016). Responding to
challenging interactions with families: A training module for inpatient oncology nurses. Families, systems & health : the journal of
collaborative family healthcare, 34(3), 204–212. https://doi.org/10.1037/fsh0000159

https://doi.org/10.1111/opn.12429
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      We decided that an online toolkit would be the best approach for us to
undertake, considering our capabilities, time constraints, and teaching team +
project partner feedback. We framed our approach by drawing on current
literature that suggests that healthcare toolkits are useful and accessible. We
spoke extensively with our project partners and listened to their stories in long-
term care. We gathered information and feedback to inform what we would
include in our toolkit, and why. 

      After our meeting with the teaching team on the feasibility of our original
long-term care worker scheduling app idea, and whether it was an appropriate
solution, we learned that it was more important to focus on making something
that utilizes every team member's unique skills while it is also relevant to our
challenge question.

      Creating a toolkit that educates families on the process their loved ones will be
embarking on, and providing information that is beneficial for themselves and for
the residents, will improve their well-being and decrease worker stress. Since
educated and involved families improve health outcomes, it is important to
emphasize the families and residents, whose knowledge and insight can help
relieve long-term care worker stress. 



project story.project story.project story.   project story.project story.project story.   

            Everyone was excited to embark on a new learning experience when we
started our capstone project. The topic for our team was "How to improve the
working conditions of long term care workers". In Fall 2021, our team started
strong as we were a group of eight students with different interdisciplinary
backgrounds. One of our members was a personal support worker, which gave
us a massive advantage as we could see what was occurring in long-term care
homes through the lens of a personal support worker. It also gave us a new
perspective on how long-term care homes operate and the issues they were
experiencing first-hand. We worked in partnership with University Women's
Club North York, which is one of our stakeholders. 
            Initially, since one of our members working at a long-term care home
experienced and understood these issues, a scheduling app was brought up as
an idea. A scheduling app could be so effective in improving long-term care
workers' working conditions because most scheduling is done on paper which
can be lost, have human errors, and information may not be well-organized. As
we went through with the scheduling app, we encountered many issues in the
process. We were more focused on a technological solution without
understanding how this would impact the communities we were working
with, and whether it would create a significant, meaningful long-term impact.
We were also focused on what we wanted to do, as opposed to understanding
the core needs and objectives of the challenge question and the needs of the
stakeholders. 

 

          After creating our research/design portfolio and realizing that the
scheduling app would not work from the teaching team's feedback, it was
time to step back, regroup and come together to think of another solution. The
research/design portfolio was worked on from September to December, and in
the first week of January, we received the teaching team's feedback and grade.
We were very stunned based on our evaluation as we were confident in our 
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idea; however, there were so many flaws that we did not consider. The main
issue was that the concept of a scheduling app did not benefit our community
and addressed the needs of our stakeholders and our challenge question.
Furthermore, we made assumptions about potential challenges in long-term
care using pre-existing knowledge, literature, and research. We did not
properly engage with our stakeholders. As a result, we were too focused on
creating a technological product instead of seeing other solutions that could
potentially be more effective. Admittedly, it was difficult for our team to see
past our initial technological solution because we had done so much research
despite not understanding that our idea was not aligned with our objectives.
Another issue that we ran into was that there would be no project legacy if we
were to create a scheduling app. The scheduling app ownership would go
under the person who created it instead of us. 

        It was hard for the team to look past the work put in and restart as we were
not open-minded to new solutions. The entire team was stuck on the
scheduling app idea, and despite getting feedback from the teaching team, it
was hard for us to think of resetting our work and progress. Although we felt a
little discouraged and frustrated, we understood how important and valuable
it is to have a solution that truly aligns with our challenge question, our goals,
and the needs of our stakeholders. Restarting the entire project within four
months was a significant setback. However, we were very determined and
decided to meet up frequently each week to plan, improvise and create a new
idea to satisfy the identified core needs. 

 

          In the first week of January, we had a meeting with the teaching team as
they were concerned with the direction of our project. This meeting should
have occurred back in the first semester, as we should have asked for feedback
earlier. This meeting was also a big wake up call for the entire team because
there were many flaws in our solution based on technology, it did not align
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with the stakeholders' views, and did not address any identified issues. The
most challenging times, such as restarting a whole project that took four
months' worth of planning, researching, and creating, brought the team closer
as we bonded and supported each other through adversity. We hosted
frequent weekly calls with the stakeholders and team to address potential
issues, bring up new ideas or even have quick debriefing meetings. The
communication within the team improved drastically, and we were able to
figure out a new solution. After endless meetings, we came up with a new
project solution. This solution idea came to us after debriefing with our
stakeholders and concluding that family, community, and connection are vital
aspects of long-term care, and amplifying the positiveness and goodwill of
collective communities changes the current horrible perception of LTC.

       In the first week of February, one of our team members dropped the
capstone course and left the team. The entire team was in shock as this news
was announced out of nowhere. This news did make the team sad; however,
we decided not to dwell on the unfortunate news and continued supporting
each other to achieve our goals. If anything, this improved the bonds within our
team. After losing a member, we realized that each of us had to commit more
time to this project as the workload would get heavier. 

 
       The new solution would be a tool kit in the form of a website that will
educate family members on the ins and outs of long-term care homes to
prevent misinformation and misunderstanding, and foster connections
between families, residents, and healthcare workers. Ultimately, a toolkit
educates families while fostering connection and community between
residents and families to amplify positive stories in long-term care. The website
will include different resource links to family council organizations, a
volunteering page, and a positive personal story page. The unique part of our
project will be sharing positive stories from long term care workers, as it will
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be the hope and light for families that are having a hard time going through
the long-term care process with their loved ones. There are many negative
stories and complaints about long-term care, and the media consistently
portrays the negative sides of healthcare. The showcase of negative stories in
long-term care creates a stigma against long-term care; however, our primary
goal is to help families going through this process have hope that positive
experiences in long-term care do exist. Additionally, we anticipate
incorporating social media platforms in advertising and driving traffic to the
website. This project idea was presented to the teaching team and our project
partners. They were happy and impressed by our ability to face adversity and
finally have a meaningful solution. 

         Recently, we have been delegating tasks to each team member based on
their comfortability and skills to start on the website. We hope to finish strong
as we gain momentum and improve our team chemistry through constant
communication and support. From the start of the project in September, we
should have been more communicative and supportive and asked for more
feedback from the teaching team. Since we had a big group of eight students,
we should have communicated frequently and hosted frequent calls with the
University Women's Club for their input. We are delighted with our progress,
and we learned from our mistakes. Through the most challenging times of
restarting the project and having a member leave the team, our team
character improved resilience and determination. Ultimately, we should have
sooner gained a more holistic understanding of our challenge question and
prioritized the community and stakeholders' experiences to better refine our
research to find a meaningful and impactful solution. Overall, this was a great
learning experience and journey in a team environment for everyone, and we
have come a long way to improve together as a team to create something that
we are proud to share.
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1. In Fall 2021, we jumped to a technological solution without understanding
how this would impact the communities we were working with or create a
meaningful impact. We were so focused on coming up with any solution, we
undermined the value of creating a long-term impact and something our
stakeholders could benefit from.

2. The idea of a scheduling app did not really benefit our community and
actually address their needs and challenges. Our team failed to understand the
core needs and objectives of our challenge question, as well as the interests
and needs of the stakeholders.

3. After receiving feedback from our draft portfolio, we concluded that we
needed to go out and speak to our stakeholders on their lived experiences and
challenges to truly understand the kind of impact we were striving for. We
made assumptions of potential challenges in Long Term Care using pre-
existing knowledge, literature and research, without properly engaging and
understanding the experiences and perspectives of the community itself. As a
result, we had a solution to a problem that did not really exist and was not as
impactful to the community.

4. It was difficult for our team to see past our initial technological solution
because we had done so much research despite not understanding that our
idea was not aligned with our objectives. At that time, once we stuck to the
scheduling app idea, it was hard for us to think of resetting our work and
progress and starting from scratch again, so we were not open-minded to new
solutions.

5. Although we felt a little discouraged and frustrated, we understood how
important and valuable it is to have a solution that truly aligns with our
challenge question and the goals and needs of our stakeholders. Restarting the
entire project within four months was a significant setback. However, we were 
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very determined and decided to meet up frequently each week to plan,
improvise and create a new idea that would satisfy the identified core needs.

6. In the first week of January, when we first got our feedback for our project
portfolio, we were very stunned based on our mark. We were confident in our
idea; however, there were so many flaws that we did not consider. The teaching
team was concerned with the direction of our project, and they had a meeting
with us to steer us back in the right direction. This meeting was a big wake-up
call for the entire team because there were many flaws in our solution based
on technology, but it did not align with the views of the stakeholders and did
not address any issues.
This call with the teaching team was what the team needed and should have
had back in September.

7. Nonetheless, it was a very productive call as it was considered a "wake-up
call" for the entire team to step up. Our team was brought closer together as
we bonded and supported each other through adversity. We often have
meeting calls with the stakeholders and frequent weekly calls with our team to
address potential issues, bring up new ideas or even have quick debrief
meetings. The communication within the team improved drastically, and we
were able to figure out a new solution.

8. During one of the team meetings around the second week of January, one of
our team members dropped the Capstone course and left the team. The entire
team was in shock as this news occurred out of nowhere. This news did make
the team sad; however we decided not to dwell on the unfortunate news, and
support each other to achieve our goals.

9. After endless meetings, we came up with a new project solution. This
solution idea came to us after debriefing with our stakeholders and concluding
that family, community and connection are vital aspects of LTC and amplifying 
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the positivity and goodwill of collective communities can change the current
horrible perception of LTC. The new solution would be a tool kit in the form of a
website that will educate family members on the ins and outs of LTC homes to
prevent misinformation and misunderstanding and foster connections
between the families, residents, and HCW.

10. Ultimately, a toolkit educating families while fostering connection and
community between residents and families to amplify positive stories in LTC.
The website will include different resource links to family counseling
organizations, a volunteering page, and a positive personal story page. The
most unique part about our project will be getting positive stories from LTC
workers and sharing them, as it will be the hope and light for families that are
having a hard time going through the LTC process with their loved ones. There
are many negative stories and complaints about LTC, and the media
consistently portrays the negative sides of healthcare. The showcase of
negative stories in LTC does create a stigma; however, our primary goal is to
help families going through this process have hope that positive experiences in
LTC still exist.

11. Additionally, we anticipate incorporating social media platforms in
advertising and driving traffic towards the website. The project idea was
presented to the teaching team and the stakeholders, and they were happy
and impressed by our ability to face adversity, and finally have a meaningful
solution.  Recently, we have been delegating tasks to each team member
based on their compatibility and skills to start on the website. We hope to
finish strong as we gain momentum and improve our team chemistry through
constant communication and support.

12. If we were to look back in 2021, many things could have been done
differently to prevent us from restarting the project. From the start, there
should have been more communication through zoom calls, consistency in 
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work ethic, and a better communication platform for a bigger group. There
should have been more calls with the stakeholders to address issues and
generate ideas. Ultimately, we should have sooner gained a more holistic
understanding of our challenge question and prioritized the community and
stakeholders' experiences to better cater our research to find a meaningful and
impactful solution. Overall, this was a great learning experience in a team
environment for everyone, and we have come a long way and improved
together as a team to create something that we are proud to share.

End image transcription.

This file can also be found on our Google Drive as a PDF.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O0-kGW5miBTiCRBEXnUVpMhiIO-Cpq5h/view?usp=sharing


"what's the thing?""what's the thing?""what's the thing?""what's the thing?""what's the thing?""what's the thing?"

Find out in the Mid-way Presentation Videos
(Winter) DUE Feb. 13 by 5 pm folder on the

Teams site.

Alternatively, you can view it in Google Drive.

https://yuoffice.sharepoint.com/:v:/r/sites/LAPS-C4FallWinter2020-2021/Shared%20Documents/General/Mid-way%20Presentation%20Videos%20(Winter)%20DUE%20Feb.%2013%20by%205pm/Team%20K%20-%20Whats%20the%20Thing.mp4?csf=1&web=1&e=MYhyhG
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rGrkV9kCeqXKlPYR-dcvLv16ZfUhlEbZ/view?usp=sharing


team k's c4 quest.team k's c4 quest.team k's c4 quest.team k's c4 quest.team k's c4 quest.team k's c4 quest.

Watch a narrative of our quest in finding the
solution to our challenge question here on

YouTube. 

Alternatively, it can be
viewed on Google Drive.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9r1qE_YBGR8
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Tu1QqO78j7WfFo86DGZS5jw2QOP6-Xv9/view?usp=sharing
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Ontario Long-Term Care 101: A resource for families of residents

Toolkit's mission statement: A toolkit educating communities while fostering
connection and community between residents and families to amplify
positive stories in long-term care in the Greater Toronto Area.

Using technology to create a space with resources that help families of long-
term care residents, and the residents themselves, navigate the long-term care
system in the Greater Toronto Area after admission. The space will also
highlight the positive experiences of individuals involved with long-term care.

The main intended user group is family members of long-term care residents in
the Greater Toronto Area. 

We are not trying to fix the overall healthcare system, and in particular, the
long-term care system. Rather, we are trying to create the first step to address
this systemic issue.

We will not include high school students and other minors in our data
collection activities, since interacting with them may require passing a review
by the school board.

Residents and direct workers are excluded from our data gathering activities as
they are listed as "specific" or "vulnerable" populations in research ethics

With over 100,000 Ontario long-term care residents, our goal is that the toolkit
reaches at least 0.001% of the population in Ontario (around 15,000 people).
The statistics can be tracked from web analytics tools, combined with analytics
from social media outreach (ie. Facebook, Instagram)
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In data collection, we must design questions for the Google Form using
words that can be easily understood by people regardless of their English
proficiency

Additionally, we have to design the Google Form in a way that is clear
and easy to complete for older individuals who may not be proficient
with using the internet
We may get a biased/homogenous sample for data collection since we
consider using the snowballing technique to recruit participants

Content on the toolkit can be easily understood and used by as many
individuals as possible regardless of age, sex, gender, disability status, race,
ethnicity, religion, etc.

Web accessibility – should conform to standards set in the Accessibility
for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA)

We only have all of February and March of 2022 to create the deliverable.

Inclusive design (in data collection and final product)

Answer the question of, "How do we drive web traffic to our website?"

Our geographical range is restricted to the Greater Toronto Area in Ontario,
Canada.
If we are eligible to receive project funds, we assume we will receive up to $500
to use for purchasing a unique domain name, and/or online advertisements.

Home page
About Us page
Positive experiences in long-term care in the Greater Toronto Area
Education page about what to expect after family members have their
loved ones admitted to long-term care in the Greater Toronto Area

Day in the life of Dania as a personal support worker

Pages of the toolkit website
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Resources pages
Links to resident and family councils in Ontario, organizations related to
long-term care in Ontario
Getting help and support for families of long-term care residents
The rights of long-term care residents, and what families can do to help
them exercise their rights
Arts therapies

Get Involved page: links to volunteer programs for long-term care homes in
the Greater Toronto Area

Footer: social media accounts 

University Women’s Club – North York (Barbara Cook and Valerie Sterling)
Dr. Phyllis Hymmen: researcher of Ontario’s long-term care system

Decision-maker: Team (based on the majority rule, with some exceptions)
Accountable*: Tammy Ly
Responsible: Loc Nguyen, Hiba Faisal, Kyra Boyce, Arani Ravichandran, Laila
Sheather, Dania Arain, Tammy Ly
Consulting: Dania Arain, Tammy Ly, project partners
Informer: Dania Arain, Arani Ravichandran, Laila Sheather, Loc Nguyen

(DARCI; Decision-Maker, Accountable, Responsible, Consulting, Informer): 
* Definition for this project: someone or some people who is/are responsible for
delegating tasks among team members. 

Project Start: 02/01/2022
Project End: 04/15/2022



Our project deliverable is composed of a multi-
layered website that allowed the integration of
many proposed ideas from our team, partners,
and the teaching team. This approach allowed
us to implement Joel's positive stories idea,
Arani's volunteering idea, Hiba's social media
proposals, and Dania's first-hand expertise. A
website approach also allowed Laila to use her
expertise in website and graphic design. This 

website development.website development.website development.website development.website development.website development.

proved extremely beneficial as it streamlined the creation process and kept all
work within the group as we did not need to hire an external freelancer. It also
allowed Laila to use her research skills to inform the creation of the website and
the curation of sources. The website was hosted using Wordpress, a service that
Laila is experienced with and allowed her to ensure the website brought her co-
created idea to life while appropriately reflecting the team's work. 

The website's creation was
informed by AODA guidelines,
colour theory, user experience,
and design principles. Colours
with high contrast ratios were
chosen and main body pages were
kept simple, with bold colours and
fonts. Tammy assisted in adding
Alt Text for all images to increase
accessibility. Pinks and blues were
used to evoke calmness, love, good
health, kindness, stability,
inspiration, and wisdom. 
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The website also features a simple and bold design so as to not be overwhelming.
Considering our intended audience, legibility and readability using visual or
audio assisting devices is a higher priority than responsive animations. Laila also
used the project partners' expectations to design the website; the website
navigation is clear and hierarchical, and positive stories are featured multiple
times throughout the website.

Our project partners stressed the importance of clarity and visual images. Open-
source and free-to-use imagery is used throughout the website to create a
calming and refreshing user experience, and webpages are clearly described with
a detailed purpose. Laila chose to forgo designing text on images--with the
exception of the logo--to allow easy text-to-speech if necessary. Text alternatives
are placed on the website for the positive stories to increase accessibility. 

The logo was also designed to convey the intent of the website. Using soft colours
such as pink and muted dark blue, the logo represents health, peace, wisdom,
and care. 

The logo is a combined 'toolkit' as depicted by the shape and the top handle, and
as a 'home' also depicted by the shape and front door. The hand and heart
represent long-term care and the love and peace that exists between families,
residents, and workers that we are inspired by. 



         The change in our project's direction came with the change in how we
monitored the progress of our activities. In the latter part of the year, we
migrated our project management activities from WhatsApp to Discord. As a
team, we felt that it is hard to find important information in the WhatsApp
group chat, since everything related and unrelated to the project was
discussed in the chat. On Discord, messages can be sorted out in different text
channels so that information is more organized. We have our peers in the
course to thank for this feedback to migrate to Discord.
          On Discord, Tammy uses a combination of text markdown and emojis to
create what looks like an editable "checklist" in a Discord message. She will
usually create a list of Next Steps, or a general work to-do list, in a Discord
message and pin the message(s) in the #project-chat channel. The
large_white_square emojis (⬜) mark incomplete items. The
ballot_box_with_check emojis (☑  — it appears blue on Discord) mark partly
complete items, or completed items that need revision before they are
finalized. The white_check_mark emoji (✅) marks completed items, and the
item is crossed off with a strikethrough markdown. Once all items in a list are
completed, the list will be unpinned from the channel.

projectprojectproject      management.management.management.project management.project management.project management.

https://emojipedia.org/emoji/%E2%9C%85/
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        This is an example of what a completed Next Steps/to-do list looks like in
Tammy's Discord message. Edits to the message can be seen in real-time and
with a timestamp of when the message was last edited. At the time of that
message, Tammy had it pinned in the #project-chat channel. As of now, it is
unpinned.

        The Discord server for our project team has different text channels to
separate project-related conversations from school-related and other
conversations. Tammy uses the Events feature as another tool to help remind
team members about upcoming meetings. 

        To simulate the task's completion status from Monday.com, Tammy uses
the red_square ( ) and orange_square ( ) emojis to signify "stuck" and "working
on it."
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       We have deadlines, meeting times, and our project work posted as tasks.
The updates tab in each task is used to communicate what has been done and
what is left to be completed. To break down bigger tasks into manageable
parts, we use the subitems column within the bigger task, and the subitems'
status to keep track of progress for each subitem. We will keep our task group
on Monday.com up-to-date as dates and timelines change.

       To effectively move as a big team, each team member is on one of two sub-
teams. Team members may take on tasks and responsibilities outside of their
initial assignments due to circumstances related to life. Some team members,
regardless of their sub-team, are responsible for gathering resources that will
populate other sections of the website.

       The first sub-team, toolkit development, will focus on carrying out activities
related to creating the final product of our project. Team members in this sub-
team will work in website design, and if applicable, determining the budget
and costs associated with social media outreach for our project. They may be
responsible for determining how funds allocated for the project will be used,
whether for buying a domain, for advertising, or for a mix of expenses. They will
work to ensure the project will be viewed by as many people in Ontario as
possible, through social media advertising, some forms of offline advertising,
and ensuring the website's design is accessible for disabled people/people with
disabilities. 

Responsible for creating the website platform and graphic design
Estimated timeline: before March 21st (to show project partners the
website), then until April 15th (putting everything together)
Find information on costs associated with purchasing a unique domain
name for the website. Help complete project funding application
Assist with resource gathering to ensure quality. 
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Video-making and assisting with design elements.
Resources gathering
Find information related to the legal rights of long-term care residents, and
how families can help them exercise these rights

Managing social media presence on Instagram and Facebook
Resources gathering
Find information on volunteer programs in long-term care homes across the
Greater Toronto Area

    This sub-team will have team members focused on carrying out activities
related to collecting information from individuals, and using this information
as content for the project's web platform. They will be responsible for outreach
activities, asking individuals to share positive experiences with long-term care
in Ontario. They may reach out to organizations to ask for positive experiences
with long-term care that can be included in the project.

Create content for the page, "A Day in the Life of Dania", conducted research
for positive stories and manage the google forms for responses. 

Resources gathering
Find information related to arts program and art therapy used in long-term
care

Analyze positive experiences collected in the Google Form and prepare
them as content for a section of the website

Work to ensure the participants are anonymized/disclosed in ways they
agreed to be presented as indicated in the Google Form

Manage the Google Forms for responses
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Manage the team's work towards the project. This includes but is not
limited to: updating "checklists" on Discord, updating the team and/or
project charter(s), and taking meeting minutes

Apply for project funding on behalf of the team, and act as the team's
liaison for communicating with York Capstone Network

Manage the Google Form for responses

Work with team members in the platform development sub-team to help
with website accessibility

Resources gathering
Find mental health resources that family members of long-term care can
use to get themselves support through the isolating, frustrating journey of
getting their loved one(s) into long-term care

      In regards to teamwork for classroom assignments, such as presentations
and for Capstone Day, we continue to work based on our availability and our
strengths. This process is less formal. After a bit of discussion, we have parts of
the task assigned to each team member and we can get started.

      We use Discord for both tracking the progress of short- and long-term
tasks. Tammy tends to handle the information from meeting minutes, so she
uses the meeting minutes in combination with the Discord checklists she has
created to monitor the task's completion. 
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        After submitting our research design portfolio and receiving feedback from
the teaching team, it was clear to us that the direction our project was heading
would not give us nor the teaching team the outcome we had hoped for. The
scheduling app idea for long-term care workers was just not feasible and in
some ways did not address the core issue that we were trying to conquer. Joel’s
feedback forced us to look long and hard at how we came to the conclusion of
a scheduling app from our project question, and it seemed that we could not,
for the most part, understand either. From Joel’s feedback and the reflections
we did as a team, we decided to scrap the whole scheduling app idea we had
been working on in the fall semester and start fresh. We came together as a
team, and with the help of the teaching team and our project partners,
reflected on the true core issues that were impacting long-term care. We also
considered the feasibility of different project ideas, knowing that we would not
be able to conquer the huge issues that continue to plague long-term care.
With the help of the teaching team's feedback, we settled on the deliverable of
a long-term care toolkit aimed to help families of residents who had just been
admitted to long-term care. 
         From the draft full portfolio advising session, the feedback given to us
from the teaching team was to focus on how to curate the stories that we were
collecting for the positive story section of our website. We had not really
thought much about this, but from this feedback, we made sure to include
question prompts that would give us the type of positive stories we wanted to
include about long-term care on our toolkit website. The teaching team also
suggested that we try and find art therapy resources to include on the website
as a resource for the families of residents in long-term care. From this feedback,
we did end up creating a whole page dedicated to art therapy programs in and
around the Greater Toronto Area. The art therapy programs vary from those
that are online to those that are in-person and can be physically done with
residents. 
       Regarding peer review sessions in the winter semester, a lot of the feedback
we received from our peers was that they were most worried about the time
constraints that we were under, given that we had completely restarted our
project. In the first peer review session, our peers suggested that we create a
detailed plan, communicate a lot, and set realistic goals for our



project. We took that feedback and made sure we had an organized and
achievable plan for our toolkit. One of the suggestions for working in a bigger
team was to split up into subteams. Everyone knew their tasks and felt
comfortable and confident doing them, consequently making the workflow
more effective and streamlining communication. Additionally, we started
having weekly group meetings outside of class to ensure we were checking in
with one another on a more frequent basis and getting our tasks done in a
timely manner. This was also a time for members to communicate additional
support, update their progress and be transparent about balancing their
responsibilities. We asked about communication platforms, and a lot of peers
mentioned Discord as being one of the best ways to communicate. We made
the switch over to Discord and it has been super helpful for our
communication as a team. At the other peer review session, the feedback we
received about our website platform was concerns about how effective
outreach would be in terms of marketing this toolkit to an older generation.
We decided to focus on social media marketing because a large majority of our
peers said that this was probably the best option to go with, in comparison to
search engine optimization. We have set up a Facebook Page and an Instagram
account related to our project to promote our virtual long-term care toolkit.
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        The original plan was to create an ethics plan using the qualitative method
to collect data to assist in the creation of a scheduling app. To gather
information for the scheduling app, a focus group would be facilitated using
zoom. The method is more efficient and will lead to better insights directly
instead of another method, for instance, a questionnaire, where participants
cannot fully express their ideas. The information collected will be stored on
Google Spreadsheet and will be analyzed to find common themes and
concerns in long-term health care. 

        Together as a team, we decided that the scheduling app was not best
suited for long-term care workers and our stakeholders. As a team, we have
failed to identify the core needs of the stakeholders, so the scheduling app idea
needed to be revised. This situation means that the old ethics plan would not
be used as well, and there will be no application to get the ethics plan created
in the first semester to be approved by a delegated ethics committee. 
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       Before collecting any data, we informed the individuals that their stories
will be published on our website. There is a media consent release form they
have to read and agree to before proceeding further with the Form. The
participants are allowed to choose whether they want to anonymize stories
and how they wish to be anonymized. Individuals have the option to display
their names using "Anonymous," an alias, their initials, first name, or full name.

       The new project plan included a Google Form that the participant can fill in
to share their positive stories, insights and experiences regarding long-term
care. The purpose of this Google Form is to collect positive stories that will
provide assistance and hope for those who are experiencing difficulties
regarding their loved ones transitioning into long-term care. We did not require
an ethics review as we did not ask for any sensitive information regarding long-
term care residents and workers. Additionally, we did not ask for information
from long-term care residents and direct workers, since they are considered
vulnerable or "specific" populations in research ethics.



Media release consent form – the individual must agree to how we will use
information submitted into the Form, and understand these terms
How would you like for us to display your name? (Options: Anonymous,
alias, initials, first name, first and last name)

They are optional short answer questions for the participant to fill in the
correct field as their display name

What is a positive experience you had with long-term care, and with
whom did you have this experience?
Are you interested in seeing this capstone project when it is finished?
Do you want a copy of your form responses?
If you answered "Yes" or "Maybe" to ANY of the previous questions, please
enter your email address

Information submitted to the Google Form is transferred onto a Google
spreadsheet. All information collected is analyzed to highlight specific positive
stories and experiences before being published on the website with the
requested degree of anonymity from participants. 
 The Google Form has questions in the following order:

Since Tammy is the main contact person for our team's project, she will follow-
up through email with any form respondents who expressed their interest in
seeing the toolkit website when it is finished, and/or who expressed interest in
receiving a copy of their form responses. In accordance with the data storage
guidelines set in the media consent release form section, emails pertaining to
Google Form submissions will be deleted after May 2022.
Media release consent form
Tammy used a template of the short version for the media release consent
form and wrote the consent form in plain language for individuals to
understand. Target participants are likely to be people around the age of 30-40,
and may be somewhat familiar with completing electronic forms. Throughout
the media release consent form and the Google Form, Tammy emphasizes that
individuals can contact her via email for questions about the capstone project,
the Google Form, and/or how we handle information submitted into the Form.
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Where have you heard of long-term care homes before? (Options: Social
Media, Books/Printed Materials, Family/friends, Internet, News channels &
broadcasts, Other)
Do you have a positive or negative view of long-term care homes?
(Options: Positive, Negative, Indifferent, Other)
Do you feel you can easily find trustworthy information about long-term
care homes? (Options: Yes, No, Unsure)
Do you feel that [you or other] long-term care home resident families are
knowledgeable of the ins and outs of LTC homes? (Options: Yes, No,
Unsure, Other)

Laila also created another small survey in accordance with our set-out ethics
guidelines in order to gauge the interest in online toolkits and information and
views of the current state of long-term care homes. The survey was distributed
generally through word-of-mouth, email, and social media, and all responses
are kept anonymous, names and emails are not required to submit responses.
No set target demographics were set when distributing to community
members.
Those questions include the following:

Data spreadsheet.
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1z_h2DX_fTFnPtpC8UVG0VNA6nV4UA2HD6euLopCobF0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1z_h2DX_fTFnPtpC8UVG0VNA6nV4UA2HD6euLopCobF0/edit?usp=sharing
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       In September, we all worked with the template given to us through this
link. We introduced ourselves to each other, and in each section of the
template, we brainstormed what could go under each of them. Our ideas were
very broad and general, as if they should be obvious without needing much
explanation. The only item that had a long explanation was "unconditional
high regard." Over time, more items were added, particularly in the
"Consolidate" and "Metrics of success" sections. Our team was in the process of
creating team norms and sharing common values. We had difficulty making
our metrics of success more specific and explicit. For project management,
Tammy would be the most active team member on Monday.com and update
the project team's progress throughout the year.

        A month later, we have established that we need at least five members to
vote in favour of a team decision, before that decision will be carried out. We
realized we have to create this norm soon so it can guide us with which
direction we can go as a team.

       Another month later, we established that Tammy would be the default
meeting minutes note-taker whenever she is available. In meetings where
Tammy is not present, members will rotate in taking meeting minutes, based
on the first letter of one's first name. There was an issue that Tammy addressed
later, however: she noted that in one team meeting, the meeting chair and the
meeting minute note-taker roles were assigned to only one person, as opposed
to two. Nobody gave justification as to why the meeting chair and minutes
note-taker were, and/or should be, the same person. The issue was dropped as
we did not have many team meetings in the first half of the year.

      Although we sometimes used Microsoft Teams to share information and
work together, we found that it is much easier to do that on Google Drive. We
later added "Google Drive" with "Email" to the team charter and eventually
transitioned to using Google Drive to work on our project and school
components for the course. Later, we create a critical debate process for team

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lvtuKBg=/
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 members to follow so we can challenge each other's ideas and thoughts in a
psychologically safe, healthy manner. One team member suggested we can
use the plussing technique, where if members like a peer's idea, they can agree
to it, and follow their agreement with, "and [insert something to build onto the
idea/a suggestion to improve the idea]". This was later taken out and replaced
by, "if you can, explain why you dis/agree with the idea," as members used
other statements to express their dis/agreement with a peer's idea.
 Around January, "Discord" was added to the charter. It was a point in time
where communication among team members was still stifled, and our
communication platform back then was through WhatsApp. From a peer
feedback session, Discord was suggested as an alternative communication
platform. Everyone agreed to try using Discord for our communications.
Tammy created the Discord server and organized the different text channels
for different topics. As of this post, team members continue using Discord as a
main communication platform for completing project and school work.
WhatsApp is still used, though on rare occasions.

       From that point forward, the team charter did not have further additional
changes. As of March, the team charter had minor edits, particularly with the
note about meeting minutes note-takers and removing "meeting co-chairs"
from Roles. Since January, members in meetings became minute note-takers
on a voluntary basis, instead of a rotation by first name. In our meetings, team
members follow along with the meeting agenda and take turns talking.
"Meeting co-chairs" seems redundant to a role we already have, the
"leader/speaker."

       Particularly with "core values" and "group norms," we still stand by most
words written for them. For example, we believe that respect, trust, honest
communication, and inclusion of everyone's feedback is important for us to
work effectively as a team. For team norms, we believe in fair division of work
rather than equal division. Although dividing work based on everyone's current
capacity for doing project work may breed resentment and unironically, a
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 perception of unfairness, we use this model to divide work for everyone so they
do not feel overburdened with project work on top of their responsibilities
outside of C4. Furthermore, it enables any team members with greater working
capacity to handle especially larger or more complex tasks. We follow video
conferencing etiquette whenever we meet on Zoom.

     In February, a team member left the capstone course due to mental health
reasons. This was a surprise to us, and we made mental wellbeing a bigger
priority in communications within the team. We encouraged each other to not
only being transparent in our communications with each other, but also try
being transparent in communicating anything related to their mental health.
We could have added "mental wellbeing" in our core values.

      "Empathy" is an ambiguous term that especially neurodivergent people
may have difficulty expressing in ways that neurotypical people will recognize
as "being empathetic." At least one team member is neurodivergent and
experiences mental health challenges, so they may express what they think is
"empathy" but it does not look like "empathy" for others. For the inclusion of
this word in our team charter, it is presumed that "empathy" here means being
able to "put oneself in another's shoes" and to an extent, mentally and
emotionally project what one believes the other person is thinking, and feeling,
when they go through various situations. On the other hand, "sympathy" as our
team's core value is not only a value we collectively share, but also, a value that
can be more easily upheld by neurodivergent team members.
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Arani is a health studies major. She uses her analytical mindset to come up
with great project ideas (ex. A volunteer program, where high school students
perform art and therapeutic activities for residents). Arani is a great
communicator and can pick up points from team members that help in
clearing any doubts, questions, or concerns. Her knowledge in graphic design is
relevant in the design of the project's website.

Dania is a biochemistry major. She applies her critical thinking and problem-
solving skills that she acquired from her biochemistry major to come up with
innovative project ideas (ex. A volunteer program where high school students
perform art and therapeutic activities for residents). She has experience
working in a long-term care home. Her experience has helped the team
understand relevant stakeholders (e.g. residents) as well as their needs (e.g.
importance of family and communication). She is responsible for content on
the, “A Day in the Life of” page, on the website we createed for our project.
Dania is a great communicator and can articulate great points about her
experience to our project partners. 

Hiba is a Schulich School of Business student. She assists the team in coming
up with project ideas. For instance, she told the team about a start-up, Chatting
to Wellness (which has a volunteer program that aids seniors in dealing with
loneliness), which helped the team brainstorm ideas about a volunteer
program that our project partners could leverage. From her working
experience in start-ups, she is comfortable in speaking with our project
partners, asking them questions to understand their needs and asking them
about helpful resources. Additionally, Hiba has experience working as a social
media intern and she hopes to use her skills to create content for our project
partners on Instagram.
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Kyra is an environmental studies major, with a minor in global health. Her
research skills were put to use when she researched articles about art therapies
for long-term care residents, as well as already existing programs. Her writing
skills from her major were used throughout the building of the website, from
writing parts of the project development timeline to writing the descriptions of
pages on the website. She consistently attends team meetings and meetings
with our project partners. She has started to contribute more to group
conversations by sharing her ideas and begins to voice her opinion more
openly. Her team has facilitated this by asking her questions and encouraging
her! 

Laila is a health studies major with a biology minor. Laila applies her
knowledge in this project by utilizing the theoretical work she learned in her
health studies classes. She uses her strong critical thinking and problem-
solving skills to create a new project plan with Loc and keep the team on track.
Her web coding skill set and experience have allowed her to create a cohesive
and accessible toolkit in the form of a website. Her knowledge of website
platforms allowed the team to make an informed decision about the best
platform for our goals. She has a strong voice in the group and she encourages
people to contribute their ideas by fostering a welcoming environment.
Additionally, Laila uses her strong organization and communication skills to
communicate with our project partners about her ideas, which helps lead the
team in a new direction with our project.  

Loc is a biochemistry major. Loc uses critical thinking and analysis skills he
gained throughout his major to help come up with a feasible project idea with
Laila, and put it into action. Loc motivates and encourages others to present
their ideas and foster a comfortable, communicative environment. He keeps
the team on track, assists his teammates where they need help, and provides 
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his insights and ideas. As such, Loc has been a team player this semester. Loc’s
research and analyzing data skills have been useful for collecting data, such as
long-term care, and putting them into easy-to-read formats for our toolkit's
website. His strong commitment and time management skills have allowed
him to provide direction for the team and quality work.

Tammy is a human resources major. She consistently uses her knowledge on
team management to ensure the team is on track and getting tasks done
efficiently. She created an organized and accessible Discord server for our
team, and it has been vital to our success and communication with one
another. Tammy is a great note-taker, conversation facilitator, and she often
takes on the speaking role during meetings with the teaching team as well as
during peer-review presentations. Tammy also communicates very well when
she needs help with her workload. The team often offers to take some of the
workload off of Tammy. Tammy’s organizational skills are greatly beneficial to
our group: she keeps track of deadlines, and coordinates meetings with team
members and our project partners.
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Introducing volunteer program for high school students as the second proposal for
project idea
Draft proposal of idea with peer-reviewed journals and articles
Introducing conflict management style pdf and quiz to team
Co-writing team action plans for ITP metrics part 6

Co-writing Project story 
Co-writing project story for discrepancy report
Co-writing Peer review reflections 
Arranging discrepancy report meeting with Joel for team to review our feedback 
Created meeting minutes for discrepancy report meeting 
Co-presented 5 Whys presentation

Creating illustrations and voice recording for 3min end of semester video
Edit Mid-session feedback reflection
Co-created team reflection page

Distributed Positive Stories Google Forum to friends and families 
Research on Legal rights for residents and families information compilation 
Co-writing website page descriptions 
Created mission statement 
Reviewed design/layout

Created 1 min impact video script and video

Team and project partner meetings: 

Research/Design Portfolio

Full Project Portfolio

Toolkit Website

Capstone Day

Stayed in contact with project partners and coordinated meetings
Relayed information regarding articles, updates, meeting times, and links via email
Facilitated discussions and served as liaison with Tammy 

First proposed scheduling app
Helped with then ethics, and co-writing with Loc and Laila

Co-created team reflection page

Proposed a day in the life of a personal support worker
Produced 4 minute video on what it is like working in a long-term care home in Ontario

Team and project partner meetings: 

Research/Design Portfolio

Full Project Portfolio 

Toolkit Website
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Reviewed design decisions
Provide personal experience stories from family members with loved ones in love-term
care homes
Working in a long-term care home, I had meetings with my manager who facilitated
contact with families that would be able to provide stories especially given the hardship
in the pandemic, I was in contact with families via email to answer any questions they
had about the website
Created an informational poster to send out to families and community of loved ones for
their personal experience stories
Reviewed google form to ensure it had the information, and accessibility for family
members to be able to submit their stories and experiences

Co-created Capstone Day infographic
Capstone Day

Took minute meeting notes for one Project Partner Meeting
Asked the project partners if we can include them onto our social media channels, and
we were sent University Women’s Club North York logos to be used for our social media
Suggested that on the toolkit website we could include colours that appeal in long-
term care homes and the project partners agreed
Challenges that we have for the project partner and any questions that we have 
Retrieved resources from stakeholders and facilitated conversations with teaching team
Suggested chatting to wellness and iPad for patients which inspired volunteering idea

Team Reflection Piece
Suggested what to include on the team-charter, helped create project name
Made suggestion to form and distributed the google form on my Facebook

Updated the Team Reflection
Created fairy tale idea which was used in 3 minute end of semester fun video

Found links to volunteer programs for LTC, in the GTA
Helped with suggesting logo ideas
Designed testimonials on canva for the toolkit website

Managed Instagram and Facebook accounts, created promotional content, and
engaged and promoted website and account with project partner insight
Designed a meet the team post
Wrote detailed description for Google Form, to be posted on the Facebook account
Presented positive testimonial graphic designs in meeting for social media use

Team and project partner meetings:  

Research/Design Portfolio:

Full Project Portfolio:

Toolkit Website:

Instagram and Facebook Accounts:
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Offered idea of connecting schools to long-term care programs through a volunteer
program as an alternative idea 
Created slides and presented 3 questions presentation
Suggested using google forms as a way to collect positive stories for our toolkit website
Distributed the form to family and friends who I knew had a loved one in long-term care

Co-wrote changes made to our project based on teaching team feedback and peer
reviews 
Co-wrote the team reflections

Co-wrote the script for the 3 minute journey storyline mid-semester
Co-wrote team reflections
Assisted in writing project legacy 

Found research papers related to art therapy 
Found art therapy programs in and around the GTA 
Co-wrote website page descriptions 
Co-wrote project development timeline 
Suggested the name for the toolkit 

Team and project partner meetings:  

Research/Design Portfolio:

Full Project Portfolio

Toolkit Website  

Co-created toolkit idea and presented to project partners and team

Created draft document for the project, implementing entire team’s + TT’s ideas
Created Google Form to collect research and disseminated that + positive story forms 
Co-created preliminary ethics draft

Co-created the 3-minute mid-way presentation video along with the script
Drew and designed project story in graphic form (mid-semester)
Wrote ‘Our Focus’ & Co-wrote ‘Our Project Development’
Communicated with stakeholders to determine project legacy and longevity
Co-wrote project legacy
Designed final portfolio (graphic design, charts, layout)
Wrote Our Purpose, Our Focus, and Stakeholders pages in final portfolio

Conducted research on the current state of communication in healthcare and
feasibility of online toolkits to communicate concrete reasoning for toolkit idea 

Team and project partner meetings

Research/Design Portfolio

Full Project Portfolio
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Got team to compile their responsibilities in a 'Team Impacts' document
Created the preface and website development pages
Wrote ethics for the short knowledge information Google Form 

Created pages and curated photos, designed logo and colour palette
Designed page layout and organized team’s information into a web-friendly layout
Ensured AODA compliance and legibility 
Created news section and feedback form on website
Fixed funding application to reflect costs of website hosting
Added more info and books on mental health resources & resident’s rights and advocacy
Wrote/compiled webpages: About Us, Our Focus, Our Project, Our Purpose, biographies

Co-created Capstone Day infographics
Assisted with impact video and script
Started team reflection page

Toolkit Website 

Capstone Day

Facilitated discussions during team meetings, stakeholder meetings, and teaching team
meetings
Co-proposed Tool kit idea to team members and stakeholders
Liaised between team and teaching team to gather more information and clarity  
Co-created the tool kit website concept for the entire group and presented it on zoom
which includes wellness, day in a life, volunteering, and positive stories section

Responsible for creating the project story and ethics for the first portfolio draft and final
project portfolio
Created draft document for the project, implementing the entire team’s + TT’s ideas
Co-created the 5-minute animation presentation video along with the script
Co-created the google forms for positive stories, advertised the forms by reaching out to
different hospitals and LTC and collecting data

Co-created the 5-minute animation presentation video for mid-semester presentation
along with the script
Contributed to the name of the C4 project 
Responsible for creating project story and ethics final portfolio

Contributed to creating Capstone Day infographics 
Contributed to writing the 3-minute video script for the end of semester journey
Assisted in the template and platform of the tool kit
Updated team reflection

Team and project partners' meetings 

Research/Design Portfolio

Full Project Portfolio

Capstone Day
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Created meeting agendas and took meeting minutes throughout most of the term
Created an action plan at the end of January (and finalized in March) for the team to
work towards for the rest of the term
Backcasting presentation

Directed the organization of the portfolio
Project story & Project management
Updated team & project charter
Co-created and spoke on behalf of the team in the following presentations:

Personas, Ethics, Questions
Project presentation in December

Organized the portfolio's structure (text-only format)
Assisted in final touches and answered Laila's questions 
Managed the project's progress on Monday.com and Discord
Updated the team charter and completed a reflection on it
Updated the project charter
Mid-way project presentation (January)
3-minute end-of-semester journey video: script, voice-over, and exporting the video

Google Form collecting positive experiences in Ontario's long-term care
Gathered information on appropriate ethics for data collection
Thoroughly revised the media release consent and data privacy section
Drafted rough guidelines for community outreach that data collection sub-team
members should follow when distributing the Form
Shared the Google Form on Reddit, Facebook, and WhatsApp
Helped project partners with description when distributing Form on their email list

Found mental health resources for family members of long-term care residents
Acted as the team's liaison and applied for C4 project funding from the York Capstone
Network on behalf of the team
Asked Catherine if they can promote the Google Form collecting positive experiences on
C4's social media accounts, on behalf of the team

Designed a graphic to go along with the post to please the algorithms

Wrote the description for the project
Prepared form responses on a separate Google Document to submit

Team and project partner meetings:

Research/Design Portfolio

Full Project Portfolio

Toolkit Website

Capstone Day
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         In the beginning of our journey, we chose the challenge question “How to
improve conditions for residents and working conditions in long-term care
homes in Ontario”. This issue is personal to all of us in some way, ranging from
working and volunteering in long-term care homes, reading the news and
issues that have been exacerbated during the COVID-19 pandemic. When
lockdown began in 2020, it was a change for everyone, the healthcare sector
was especially impacted. The implementation of rules of social distancing, e-
learning, and staying at home was the new norm, and was difficult for people
to adjust to. Those without families and loved ones in long-term care, do not
have an understanding of the difficulties faced within a building. We learn from
the news about the military having to step in to help residents because they
were dying from dehydration, or the fact that there is no personal protective
equipment for front-line workers to use when dealing with COVID-19 positive
individuals. We hear the horrific news stories about the conditions dealt with in
long-term care homes, but forget the positive experiences and stories that a lot
of families have, but did not share with the community. We wanted to create a
toolkit website so that there is more information accessible for families with
loved ones in long-term care homes and those looking for information on LTC,
and how they can get more involved. 

       At the start of the second semester, our team faced a major setback to our
project progress. After debriefing with the teaching team, the feedback we
received was that our project proposal was not feasible for the capacity of the
team as well as not truly aligned with the core needs of the community. Thus, it
was not having influential impact. Our team was discouraged to hear this.
Given the time left, we were collectively worried about how we were going to
propose a successful solution. Thankfully, we had amazing support and
encouragement from our stakeholders who provided their suggestions,
recommendations as well as feedback towards generating new ideas, and
exploring possible options. Our main challenge was defining our scope, and
through the adversity, we united to believe in each other, increasing 
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communication and testing our commitment and dedication to the project.
We made major changes in our team structure and project management style
to increase effective workflow. We increased our communication by changing
platforms to one that was better suited for larger teams. We met frequently
with each other to check in on our progress. We divided our team into sub-
teams to effectively manage and complete tasks, and continuously sought
feedback from our stakeholders to better understand our goals and their core
needs. From there, we could propose a successful solution, one that aligned
with our goals and the community's needs to have an influential impact. 

     The takeaway from this project, and working as a team, has led us to
become better at our interpersonal skills as well as our overall team
management styles and developments. It was critical for us as a team to
contribute, bring our own individuality to the project and prioritize the team's
goals and standards. Each member brought their unique capacity to the
project and helped support the team's overall goal of having true influential
impact on our community of interest. Through our introspective backgrounds
and stories, our experiences were significant to discovering new ideas and
brainstorming possible solutions. Each person brought value in their insights
and perspectives which helped other members see a perspective other than
their own, leading to innovative ideas. Collectively, our interdisciplinary
backgrounds were leveraged to help each other build and enhance
transferable skills such as compassion, comprehension, and work ethic; and
technical skills like research, graphic design, and project management. 
      Overall, working as a team has been a great experience. We did have
difficulties with our project in the beginning but persevered through it, fixing
our meeting frequency to ensure that we were doing what we could to
improve ourselves. We sought guidance from the teaching team, and the
University Women's Club to really work on our project, and what we wanted at
the end of the capstone course. All in all, we are proud to present our project as
we feel it aligns with our values and the impact we hope to see. 
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        We wanted to escape the typical approach to school
projects, where they are quickly discarded and forgotten about
soon after completion. The LTC toolkit is something we hope
will have a lasting impact on the LTC community, so we want to
do our best to protect the integrity and longevity of the project.
Yet, with graduation approaching, many of us are preoccupied
with other tasks and worries. Additionally, many team members
will be entering grad school and taking on other endeavours,
which means they may not have the time to keep up with the
LTC toolkit. 

 
       We decided it would be best to create a deliverable that could continue to
be utilised without our active involvement. By creating a toolkit that is
accessible online from anywhere in Ontario, we were able to create a relatively
permanent project deliverable. We opted for a two year website subscription,
so that the toolkit is accessible for much longer than most of us may be
involved. We did this because many of the team members, and our project
partners, do not have the capacity to continue the upkeep of the project.
Keeping the website subscription for two years will allow the resources to still
be available for those who may need them in the meantime. Having the
toolkit in the website format also allows changes and updates to be made, if
need be. The website manager, Laila, will monitor the website periodically to
ensure it is available for people to benefit from in the next two years. Once the
two year website subscription is up, that will most likely be the end of the road
for our project. If we are still in touch with the University Women’s Club at that
time, and they wish for the website to remain intact, that is something that
can be discussed and re-evaluated at that time. 

        In terms of usage, we would love for everyone to benefit from the website,
regardless of geographic location. Some aspects of our toolkit are universally
applicable to families and workers in long-term care homes and we would be
happy if it were utilized by anyone. We also want our toolkit to raise awareness
of the disconnect between families, workers, and residents, so we would love if
any organization ends up spotlighting our work. 
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